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Diminutive coin, or DIMI in short 
is a tiny or minuscule numismatic
community coin, designed to hold 
value due to its limited emission 
and scarcity. 

Factors have been accounted for 
being of such a small value ever 
to be produced, such as reduction 
of coin transfer fees and 
implementation of a Proof Of Work 
(POW) & Proof Of Stake (POS) 
consensus mechanism to produce 
block reward of 0.01 DIMI or 0.04 
DIMI for POW, and 0.01 DIMI or 
0.00001 DIMI for POS (from the 
blockchain startup date ’till 
respective reward halving dates).

1. History/Introduction

Diminutive Coin was created 
in 2020. with a goal to be used 
as vaulting coin for exchange
in development. That goal went
into oblivion when previous DIMI
developer decided to abandon
the project and dumped premine
coins that were in his possesion.
Since then, we (current team) are
trying to bring DIMI where it
belongs - to the very top in crypto
scale.



2. Algorithm
The HMQ1725 cryptographic
 algorithm stands for “Highly 
Modifies Quark1725”. It represents
 17 combined algorithms with 25 
hashing rounds. In order to provide 
highest level of security it uses 17 
algorithms, which are hashed 25 
times. This algorithm is easy to 
compute on low-to-medium powered 
computers, which means it is both 
CPU and GPU minable. HMQ1725 is 
not highly ASIC resistant, but at the 
time of “DiminutiveCoin” creation 
there were no signs of ASIC or FPGA 
miners available for HMQ1725 
algorithm. Before such miners come 
into play – there is a good chance to 
mine “DiminutiveCoin” using CPU 
and GPU.



3. Technical Details
Official name:______________DiminutiveCoin
Coin Ticker:_____________________DIMI
Coin Type:______________________POW/POS
Algorithm:______________________HMQ1725
Block Time:_____________________75 sec.
Drift Time:______________________10 min.
Address Starting Letters:________D / E
Default P2P Port:_______________49139
Default PRC Port:_______________49122
Minimum Stake confirms:_______75 blocks
Minimum Stake Age:____________2 Hours
Difficulty Retarget:______________750 sec.
Coinbase Mining Maturity:______75 blocks
Coinbase Wallet send Maturity:__10 blocks
Min. Tx Fee:_____________________0.0000025 DIMI
Premine:________________________5% (DUMPED by original developer)
Maximum Coin Supply:_________200000 DIMI



4. Block Rewards

POW

Even Block:______0.04 DIMI
Odd Block: ______0.01 DIMI
Halving:___________Every 500000 blocks

POS

Even Block:______0.00001 DIMI
Odd Bllock:_______0.01 DIMI
Halving:___________Every 1000000 blocks



5. Price

The actual price (at the moment) for one DIMI is $1.90, and it 
will only increase as time goes by — meaning each second you stay 
away from this hidden gem, the more Dimi gains its value. Diminutive 
coin is currently listed at four exchanges and searching for more to 
be traded at. Diminutive Coin has been on the market for 3 years and 
its trading power has got the market's attention.

So, if you are looking for something substantial or with a history of 
success, then Diminutive Coin is your best choice.



6. Store
Diminutive Coin has its own online store of digital keys with 
payment in cryptocurrency DIMI. Its your non-stop source for 
digital game keys with instant downloads and 24/7/365 delivery.
Enjoy exclusive, premium deals on Xbox, Steam, Origin, PlayStation
game keys, gift cards, prepaid cards and softwares at our digital 
marketplace. Daily updated list of Steam CD-Keys for all of your
favorite games. Don’t worry about overpaying or subscriptions 
– ever again. Get the best digital product offers at the lowest 
prices, guaranteed.

Be sure to read all the information before ordering: availability,

Visit our online webstore at - https://store.diminutivecoin.com

description, platform, region, and activation method.
You can also find out the preliminary price in DIMI, using the 
using the currency converter.



7. Exchanges

DIMI is available for trading on a growing number of 
exchanges, with multiple cryptocurrency pairs currently 
available.

[Freiexchange]( https://freiexchange.com/market/DIMI/BTC)
is the main exchange platform, Xeggex Exchange 
(https://xeggex.com/market/DIMI_BTC)  
offers multiple cryptocurrency pairs such as 
DIMI/USDT (https://xeggex.com/market/DIMI_USDT), while on FreiXLite 
Last, but not the least - AtomicDex Exchange where you can swap
coins on this state of the art multiwallet - https://atomicdex.io/en/mobile
or visit their official website at this link - https://app.atomicdex.io.

there is also a LTC pair - https://freixlite.com/market/DIMI/LTC. 



8. Use Case

Currently “DiminutiveCoin”, as most cryptocurrencies, is used for:
1) Mining/HODL/Staking,
2) Speculative trading,
3) As a payment currency for Real-world Goods 
    sold at Online stores/shops.
Diminutive Coin has found its way to the physical market 
in selected online stores and shops, and it is being 
recognized as a digital means of payment in such. 

As hard as it was to accept for the Support Team behind
“DiminutiveCoin”, that it’s creator decided to abandon his
 project, we all came to agreement to stay true to it and carry on.
As the former Use Case is no longer applicable to current situation, 
Support team is in the works of gathering required information for a 
future possibilities and uses, which ultimately can lead back to 
original idea and that is using DIMI as a vaulting coin at our own 
exchange.



9. The Team
To begin with - Diminutive Coin team members are not famous 
people in crypto, no famous names in this project. Majority of
the Diminutive Coin team members is not located in one country
but rather on a continent (Europe) and Russia – we are scattered 
over Europe and northern Asia. 

We mainly work on discord (https://discord.gg/DvD7CC48TD) 
and you can find us there. Our main developer goes by the 
name MadCatMining and he is also running a Diminutive Coin 
mining pool (https://mcmpool.eu/) that has a discord server as 
well (https://discord.gg/KKYjHGFqdK). Besides our main 
There are 3 moderators/co-founders – RU, Petasplit and 
FCKers Club. Moderators job is to advise developer on how to 
proceed with the project as well as maintaining the server 
with new changes, updates and everything that is being done. 
MadCatMining as a lead developer maintains the code, updates 
wallet and keeps Diminutive Coin mining pool running.



Next in line are Grzes and Suiseiseki. Grzes is Diminutive Coin
community-manager who creates, grows and manages the
the server. He acts as the voice and tone through community 
support, content distribution and digital engagement to build 
Diminutive Coin presence and trust. 

stunning and appealing artworks which has been used at the
website, store, instagram, you name it.

There is also a co-developer named CryptoCoderz, who helps 
our main developer in achieving a better and advanced code
quality and maintenance and has a special position in 
Diminutive Coin team for which we thank him greatly.

Suiseiseki is a Diminutive Coin visual artist who creates 

Her graphic design for Diminutive Coin in one word is amazing.



10. EWMCI

Diminutive Coin has partnered with EAST-WEST MAGNATE CRYPTO 
EXPERTS. EWMCI provides  membership services to  interested
coin projects. This is facilitated via their EWMCI Leadership Alliance 
with active support provided in the following areas:
Blockchain explorers, data sevice listing, exchange listing,
fiat-to-crypto bridges, mining pool inclusion, newsletter service.

Plus general advocacy on behalf of participating projects! 
EWMCI team has years of experience in the cryptocurrency space. 
If you are interested in cryptocurrency education and promotion
feel free to visit their official website - https://ewmci.info. 



11. NFTs

Diminutive Coin has integrated with UUNIGATE - Fractal Multi-chain 
Platform Gateway and DIMI is taking the next step in its evolution 
by offering NFTs on its blockchain. 

UUNIGATE is a unique solution that brings altcoins/blockchain  
 technologies and their communities together in an almost native 
layer solution. This means that users no longer have to deal with

 the convoluted processes that are typically required  for simple 
 data transfers across different networks and chains. 
With UUNIGATE, it's all seamless.

With the UUNIGATE bot for Discord, users can easily create, send,
manage, vote for, mint, and trade NFTs on the DIMI  blockchain. 
This is a game-changer for digital collectibles, as it  opens up a  
 whole new world of possibilities for creators,  collectors, 
and investors alike.  

 Uunigate team and our partners Espers Coin team are working on
 updating Uunigate platform website - https://uunigate.com.
 And we would like to thank Espers Coin Team for their contribution 
 and everything they have done for Diminutive Coin.

petar
Underline



12.   The Future

DIMI coins are subjected to a max supply of just 200K coins 
to maintain the price and their role in the market. Investing in these 
coins today will mean an improvement of the price and a constant
investment that won't have any negative consequences. DIMI has 
the potential to become a bright star in the crypto sky, and it is 
here to stay for a long, long time. 
With its limited supply, who knows what the price will be in five
years. By looking at the market trends and other factors like 
demand and supply and inflation, this coin's future is bright, and I 
can strongly advise it for an investment. Without a doubt, DIMI will 
have a bright future in upcoming years, and you too can be a part 
of this amazing crypto success story.
Diminutive Coin Team would like to remind everyone that we have 
open job positions for community managers and developers. The 
list of team members will be expanded accordingly and it all 
depends on your activity in the promotion and work on the project. 
These positions won't be paid positions, because as we said earlier, 
this is a community coin and we fund this project ourselves. 



13. Important links
Website: https://diminutivecoin.com
Desktop (PC) Wallet: https://tinyurl.com/u59hzu8c
Android Wallet: https://tinyurl.com/2dtydpz9
Explorer: https://explorer.diminutivecoin.com
Github: https://tinyurl.com/6x6jv5be
Store website: https://store.diminutivecoin.com/
Discord: https://discord.gg/dfegU6z6fK
Twitter: https://twitter.com/coin_dimi
Telegram: https://t.me/diminutivecoinofficial
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/diminutivecoin
Steam: https://tinyurl.com/psustnfe
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/DiminutiveCoin_DIMI/
ANN BCT: https://tinyurl.com/2je9wvrt
VKontakt: https://vk.com/diminutivecoin_official
Instagram: https://tinyurl.com/d8x4hxzu
Youtube: https://tinyurl.com/4stn2e6x
Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/user144054108
TikTok: https://tinyurl.com/2ursn4sm
Freiexchange: https://tinyurl.com/987b5xkx
FreiXLite: https://tinyurl.com/bdh5dayx
AtomicDex: https://tinyurl.com/sus3nxff
Xeggex Exchange: https://xeggex.com/market/DIMI_BTC
Calculator: https://tinyurl.com/4fkwthve
Mining Pools: https://mcmpool.eu/
                       https://pool.uunigate.com/
                       http://zergpool.com/



Disclosure
This whitepaper (document) is for informational 
purposes only, and not a binding commitment. 
Do not rely on this information when interacting 
with Diminutive Coin as ultimately the development 
and timing remains at the sole discretion of the 
Diminutive Coin team.

We, Diminutive Coin team, intend in no way harm 
of any kind to anyone in any shape or form. Please 
understand the risks involved with cryptographic 
blockchain technology and their respective coins. 

The Diminutive Coin team cannot be held responsible 
for any lost, stolen, or otherwise missing funds of 
any kind. If you are unsure or have any doubt about 
this project we urge you to NOT invest or become 
involved as this is a prototype technology system 
as stated in numerous areas and to be used at your 
own risk.


